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IforWilliams Trailers HB XL

Description
Enquire or contact the Ripon branch on 01765 692255
For further information and current delivery times, please contact Ripon Trailer Centre -
01765 698948 or East Riding Trailers - 07436 812328
The HB510XL 
The HB510XL offers the flexibility of carrying two horses up to 17.2 hh or up to four ponies.
The HB510XL comes with a headroom of 2.3m and a locking groom’s door as standard. With
its 14’ internal length the HB510XL offers either a range of telescopic partitions, suitable for
ponies, or a single centre partition allowing two horses to face forward. A comfortable and
safe environment for the horse is created through ample sliding windows and roof vents,
ensuring plenty of light and fresh air. The thick rubber matting on the floor helps to minimise
travel fatigue on long journeys. 
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Whether you are a livery yard, trekking centre, riding school or private individual with a string
of ponies, this trailer, with a maximum gross weight of 3500kg, makes an ideal workhorse.
Additional options available on the HB510XL include combined rear ramp and van doors for
greater flexibility.
HB610 
The HB610 is the largest trailer and can carry two large horses up to 17.2 hh with room to
spare or up to five ponies. The HB610 has headroom of 2.3m and a locking groom’s door
fitted as standard. As with the HB510XL, the HB610 has a maximum gross weight of 3500kg.
By offering additional trailer width, the telescopic partition system allows up to five pony stalls.
The wide front unload ramp, which comes as standard, makes this model unique and very
useful for both horse and owner. An additional benefit is the extra storage space available in
the wind deflector, accessible from inside the trailer. The sliding windows and roof vents
provide a comfortable and safe environment for your horse, ensuring plenty of light and fresh
air. Additional comfort is provided through thick rubber floor matting.
See this product on our website

Specification

Stock no: RTC HB XL

Location: []

Manufacturer: IforWilliams Trailers

Model: HB XL

More images
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https://riponfarmservices.apknowhow.co.uk/products/new-machinery/ifor-williams/horse-box/iforwilliams-trailers-hb-xl-rtc-hb-xl/

